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throughout the adventure mode, there are many different ways to collect shards and gain experience. the first are the classic "zuma deluxe" stages, when you collect shards from the
classic zuma deluxe stages you will collect scarab pieces called "beads". each bead is worth a number of points. when you have collected 10,000 beads on a single life, your bead
tokens automatically replenish. in addition, there are stage-specific beads that you collect on certain levels for that stage. these beads are either from the mummy (which will increase
your life meter by one point for every three beads collected) or from a specific god or goddess in the game. for example, the mummy bead is actually found in one of the cups. you are
able to collect these beads in many levels if you are collecting that god or goddess's beads, and in each level, the difficulty is the same throughout. the next style of collecting beads is
the hidden palace route. while some are obvious to locate, others (those found in temple stages) need to be found or goggled. each completed stage is also granted bonus beads by the
gods who are present that you did not already have by collecting a god's bead on that stage. other ways to collect beads include beating the level in a specific time limit, beating the
level in a certain number of moves, and beating all four of the original stages of that stage. these are represented by the red dots on the purple line on the diagram. each bead
collected is based on that bead being a faster of long, medium or short bead, with each level having a different number of these beads available. you can beat the stage in the
minimum time, the maximum number of moves, or all four original stages which allows you to collect all the beads, no matter what path you had to take.
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escape the maze of doom, which features thirty levels and a time trial mode. a player may enter the maze from any point on the grid. the challenge comes from the maze itself, which
is composed of a series of parallel walls with dead ends, that a player must avoid in order to progress. the maze is an interesting concept for a 2d maze game, but its execution is

disappointing. it's a great idea for a video game, but the game's interface, gameplay, and presentation let it down. it's a pity that it was developed by the same company that created
zuma, because it's certainly one of the worst games in the series. it's a complete waste of a great concept. in the small, but substantial collection of levels, players can try their hand at
a variety of puzzles, including jumping, avoiding and capturing enemies, and using powerups. the objects are also fairly small, usually fitting on the screen, but there is enough going on
that the small size does not limit the game's replay value. the levels themselves are quite varied, and can be played in a variety of ways. there are the standard left-to-right, right-to-left

paths and simple paths through the maze, but players can also use the longer paths to their advantage. with the paths in luxor, there are points where players can try to knock down
walls to open up new options, or players can use the long paths to their advantage by creating a new path for the chain of spheres. the game's controls are intuitive and effective, but

luxor is not a game where the interface is a strength. the graphics and design of the game look very good for a 2007 release, but the user interface is terrible. the interface consists of a
handful of icons on the bottom of the screen, and they are not very intuitive to use. some of the icons are in the wrong place, and they are used for things that are not at all intuitive. for
example, the path to the next puzzle is indicated by an icon that looks just like a lock, but it is not a puzzle. players might wonder what that icon is for if they didn't know to look for it.

there are also a few other confusing icons in the user interface that don't mean anything to players. 5ec8ef588b
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